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                            Unit 3: Multimodal Repurposing  
 
  
 
 
                                             Unit 3- Artist statement  
 
Black Lives Matter movement is for the rights of Black people to exist safely unfairly in our 
nation due to police brutality and racial segregation that cost  our lives to be in jeopardy and 
bring harm to humanity. The Black Lives Matter community is against prejudice, discrimination, 
mistreatment and inequality that separates a country which has a negative impact on our 
lifestyle. This movement was formed by the aftermath of young and old victims of police brutality 
and other forms of racism that takes place in our society. 
 
I wrote the poem “Fight the Power of Black Lives Matter by I ,the poet stating that people should 
respect each other no matter what color of her skin that it is not what is on the outside but your 
heart is what’s count in the inside which best describes who you are and not what color you are. 
Police brutality has played a major role of What’s the outcome is today which is the killing of 
innocent black civilians not cause no harm to society what does skin color therefore their skin is 
a major threat to society which is unacceptable as a black teen that is deeply influenced deeply 
influenced. The American prison system suggest that being black is an act of violence which 
shows how corrupt, discriminated and judgemental the criminal system is and I believe this is 
the work of the government that shows inequality of racial profiling. 
 
I believe that my poem would influence/impact people that are in affect on who are against that 
any opinions are free but I would like to hear your side of this rhetorical event that led to 
society/community to a change. The poem that I created was emotionally as I wrote in tears or 
sadness and not  joy due to whole gloomy and sorrow the poem is. When plotting this lyricist 
general there was a person who I have in mind which motivates and encourages the poem to 
write more and reflect on their experiences that are related to the topic which was Maya 
Angelou - an African-American poet who changed the inequality of the world and women’s 
rights. She encourages me of what I believe in , never give up to the end and changes how I 
think and evaluate a problem from her famous quotes. 
 
I expect my audience to rise up together as equal society that we can bring upon a change for a 
better future. Social media have played a major role that encourages people to help social 
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injustices that must have been through the years. A key event that shook the nation was the 
killing of Trayvon Martin who was shot and killed by a police officer named George Zimmerman 
and as a result people from every Society work together to fight the inequality of blacks. The 
poem fight the power of the blood lives matter created by Kevon Dawkins (I)  is the same in my 
Unit 2 Annotated Bibliography judging the fact that police brutality affects the black society as I 
speak that is not only an epidemic but a pandemic for other countries as well and affects 
immigrant workers. 
 
 
Police brutality has been targeted by the black community that overall young African Americans 
are dying by the hands of law-enforcement. Majority of blacks died by excessive force by white 
police officers died as a result decrease the safety of the settlement. The killings of 
African-Americans by police officers had led to a Black Lives Matter to be created after Trayvon 
Martin’s death. Due to the government law and lack of changes people stand to take their own 
action and if not them, who and  if not now, when, that we tend to ask these questions of what’s 
the role of the occupation that we all thought to protect us from harm. In the end I believe there 
are still work to be done regards to the training police officers are doing. Working on a better 
training system to take better drastic measures will benefit the community which will improve on 
their actions before it’s too late for another disaster therefore increase time to save more lives. I 
believe there is hope for the future that this will not  be a recognition again. 


